Religion: Bibliography of SA religious periodicals

Anglican

ADELAIDE CHURCH GUARDIAN

v. 1, no. 1 (Oct 1906) -
Mortlock Periodical 283.9423 1/A228/d
ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AUSTRALIA. Diocese of Adelaide.
Year book 1983/84
continues: ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AUSTRALIA.
Diocese of Adelaide. Yearbook of the Province of South Australia 1981/82 - 1982/83
continues: CHURCH OF ENGLAND IN AUSTRALIA. Diocese of Adelaide.
Year book of the Province of South Australia 1980/81
continues: CHURCH OF ENGLAND IN AUSTRALIA. Diocese of Adelaide.
continues: CHURCH OF ENGLAND IN AUSTRALIA. Diocese of Adelaide.
continues: CHURCH OF ENGLAND IN AUSTRALIA. Diocese of Adelaide.
Year book of the Church of England in Australia in the Diocese of Adelaide 1968/69
continues: CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Diocese of Adelaide.
continues: CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Diocese of Adelaide.
Year book of the Church of England in the Diocese of Adelaide 1889-1914
continues: CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Diocese of Adelaide. Synod.
Report of the proceedings of the Adelaide Diocesan Synod during the annual session
2nd (1856) - 34th (1888)
continues: CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Diocese of Adelaide.
Visitation of the Lord Bishop at Christchurch, North Adelaide, 3 Jan 1855.
continues: CHURCH OF ENGLAND. South Australian Diocesan Assembly.
Report of the South Australian Diocesan Assembly for the year ... 1853
continues in part: SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CHURCH SOCIETY.
Annual report of the ... which see
Mortlock Periodical 283.9423/A589/a
Assemblies of God
AUSTRALIAN EVANGEL
v. 42, no. 9 (Sept 1985) -
Mortlock Periodical 289.909941

Bahai
continues: Herald of the South (1930-1939) v. 3, no. 4 (July 1930) - v. 10 (Jan 1939)
Mortlock Periodical 297.8/a

Baptist
AUSTRALIAN BAPTIST: South Australian Baptist Record edition
v. 39, no 30 (18 July 195 1) - v. 4 1, no. 37 (23 Sept 1953)
continues: BAPTIST RECORD OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
v. 1, no. 1 (July 1923) - v. 27, no. 8 (May/June 195 1)
+ Index (July 1923 - May 1951)
Mortlock Periodical 286.09421b
BAPTIST NEWS Oct 1988 -
continues: NEWS (South Australian Baptist Union) v. 10, no. 3 (April 1970) - (Sept 1988)
continues: NEWSLETTER (South Australian Baptist Union) v. 6, no 1 (Jan 1966) - v. 10, no. 1 (Feb 1970)
continues: SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BAPTIST NEWSLETTER [no. 11 [March? 196 1] - v. 5, no. 11 (Dec 1965)
Mortlock Periodical 286.19423/B222/b
FAR AND NEAR
v. 1, no. 1 (July 1908); v. 1, no. 2 (Oct 1908)
Mortlock Periodical 266/F219/a
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BAPTIST UNION. Annual reports 1988/89
continues in pa: SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BAPTIST UNION. Handbook which see
Mortlock Periodical 282.4391/a
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN TABLET
v. 1, no. 1 (3 March 1876) - v. 1, no. 32 (1 June 1877) Imperfect
Mortlock Periodical 282.9423/d
SOUTHERN CROSS AND SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CATHOLIC HERALD
v. 1, no. 1 (20 Sept 1867) - v. 2, no. 24 (20 Aug 1869)
Mortlock Periodical 282.9421b + Mf
SVENTADIENIO BALSAS (Lithuanian Catholic Centre)
31 March 1963 -
Mortlock Periodical 282.942/b
UNTER UN S (Catholic German Centre) 2 Feb 1968 - Imperfect
Mortlock Periodical 282.942/a
WITNESS: Catholic Monthly newspaper of Port Pirie Diocese
v. 8, no. 3 (March 1962) -
Mortlock Periodical 282.942/W/d

Christadelphian
AUSTRALIAN CHRISTADELPHIAN SHIELD v. 60, no. 1 (Jan 1957) -
continues: THE CHRISTADELPHIAN SHIELD v. 3 1, no. 1 (Jan 1928) - v. 59, no. 12 (Dec 1956) continues: SHIELD (Sydney, N.S.W.) not held by SLSA
Mortlock Periodical 289.9/A938/

Churches of Christ
AUSTRALIAN CHRISTIAN PIONEER v. 1, [no. 11 (Aug 1868) - v. 9 (July 1878) Imperfect
Mortlock Periodical 286.69423/A938/a
CHALLENGE (Church of Christ) v. 1, no. 1 (June 1925) - v. 14, no. 5 (Sept 1938)
Mortlock Periodical 286.69423/C437/b
see also: AUSTRALIAN CHRISTIAN PIONEER for earlier reports
Mortlock Periodical 286.63/C562/b
FELLOWSHIP NEWS v. 1, no. 1 (Jan 1945) - v. 7, no. 12 (Dec 1963)
Mortlock Periodical 286.69423/F322/a
NEWS SHEET no. 5 (Oct 1988) -
Mortlock Periodical 286.63/b

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
S.A.I.N.T1Australia Adelaide Mission no. 3 (March 1987) -
continues: THE SAINT no. 5 (April 1988) - no. 1 (Feb 1987)
continues: ADELAIDE MISSION S.A.I.N.T. 3 March, 1983 - Feb 1986
continues: AUSTRALIA ADELAIDE MISSION-STAKES. Memo. no. 1 (5 Jan 1982) - no. 6 (March 1983)
Mortlock Periodical 266/A/c
Mortlock Periodical 289.3/a

Congregational
CONGREGATIONAL UNION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
... Annual Assembly: delegates' handbook. 106th (1956) - 118th (1968)
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
... Annual meetings: delegates' handbook. 104th (1954) - 105th (1955)
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. ...Annual meetings: delegates handbook 103rd (1953)
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Annual meeting of the council: delegates' handbook 98th (1948) - 102nd (1952)
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Annual meetings of the council: delegates' handbook. 97th (1947)
absorbs: ANNUAL MEETINGS (Congregational Union And Home Mission Of South Australia: 1943). 93rd (1943) - 96th (1946)
continues: ANNUAL MEETINGS OF THE COUNCIL (Congregational Union and Home Mission of South Australia: 1904) 55th (1904)
Mortlock Periodical 285.89423/C749/b

CONGREGATIONAL UNION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Year book for ... 1953 - 1976
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Year book for ... 1949-1952
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Year book for ... and Congregational handbook for ... 1947
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Year book for ... and denominational directory for ... 1945-1946
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Year book for ... and hand book for ... 1926/7 - 1944/45
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Year book for ... 1910 - 1925/6
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Annual meetings: reports of proceedings, reports of organisations, addresses delivered. 1894-1904
continues: AUSTRALASIAN INDEPENDENT YEAR BOOK AND CALENDAR FOR ... 1892-1894
continues: THE AUSTRALIAN INDEPENDENT YEAR BOOK AND CALENDAR FOR ... 1891
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. New South Wales, South Australia and Queensland Congregational year book and calendar. 1890
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. New South Wales and South Australian Congregational Year Book and Calendar. 1889
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION & HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Annual meeting. 1888
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Proceedings of annual meetings. 1884
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. The South Australian Congregational year book and calendar for... 1878-1884
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION AND HOME MISSION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Annual report of committee of Congregational Union and Home Mission of South Australia. [1879?]. 1880
continued in part by: UNITING CHURCH IN AUSTRALIA South Australian Synod. Reports and business papers, and: Supplementary reports and business papers which see Oct only for 1879 - 1904
Mortlock Periodical 285.89423/C749/b

CONGREGATIONAL RECORD OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA no. 1 (1 Oct 1884) - no. 13 (4 Oct 1885)
Mortlock Periodical 285.8942/a

THE JUBILEE INDEPENDENT v. 1, no. 1 (1 Sept 1887) - v. 1, no. 5 (24 Sept 1887)
Mortlock Periodical 285.809942/c

PROGRAMME AND AGENDA ... ANNUAL ASSEMBLY/Congregational Union of South Australia. 107th (1957) - 112th (1962)
continues: CONGREGATIONAL UNION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. ... Annual meetings: delegates' handbook. which see
Mortlock Periodical 285.89423/C749/b

Mortlock Periodical 285.89423/C749/b

S.A. CONGREGATIONALIST v. 1, no. 1 (Oct 1905) v. 15, no. 3 (Dec 1919) v. 1, no. 1 (Jan 1922) v. 49, no. 5 (June 1968) Index appears in front of each volume for 1905 - 1945 continued as: AUSTRALIAN CONGREGATIONALIST (held in Bray Reference Library)
Mortlock Periodical 285.89423/S 11 llb

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INDEPENDENT v. 8, no. 1 (Jan 1888) - v. 10, no. 12 (Dec 1882)
continues: SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INDEPENDENT AND PRESBYTERIAN v. 3, no. 46 (Oct 1874) - v. 7, no. 12 (Dec 1879)
continues: SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INDEPENDENT v. 1, no. 1 (Jan 1870) - v. 3, no. 43 (July 1874) Index for Sept 1877 - Dec 1879 included in front of vol.
Mortlock Periodical 285.29421b

Eckankar
ADVENTURER (Eckankar Adelaide Satsury) Jan 1979 - continues: ECK BLUE STAR July - Dec 1978
Mortlock Periodical 2901b

ECKANKAR IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Public Events Newsletter Dec 1982 -
Mortlock Periodical 290/b

Islam
AUSTRALIAN MINARET v. 1, no. 1 (May 1965) - v. 3, no. 1 (June 1968)
Mortlock Periodical 297.0994/b

RISALAH: Al-Jaina’ah Adelaide v. 3, no. 7 (July 1934) - v. 3, no. 12 (Oct 1934)
Mortlock Periodical 297.06/b
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INDEPENDENT AND PRESBYTERIAN  
see: SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INDEPENDENT, in CONGREGATIONAL section
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN PRESBYTERIAN no. 1 (Jan 1947) - no. 94 (Dec 1954) 
continues: THE PRESBYTERIAN BANNER: the organ of the Presbyterian Church in South Australia. v. 1, no. 1 (Oct 1901) - v. 49, no. 12 (Dec 1946)
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN PRESBYTERIAN MAGAZINE no. 1 (Aug 188 1) - no. 11 (Feb 1884)
Mortlock Periodical 285.29423/S726/a

Orthodox
INFORMACUNYJ LYSTOK/SV. POKROMOJ Parafiji UkrairiskiJ1 Autokefalnoji Pravoslaviic,ji Cerkvy [Ukrainian Autocephalic Orthodox Church] v. 1, no. 1 (May 1983) - (Ukrainian language)
Mortlock Periodical 281.94771/b
VESNIK (Free Serbian Orthodox Church. Diocese of Australia and New Zealand) 1975 (Text mainly in Serbian language)
Mortlock Periodical 281.9942/b
[THE WORD OF GOD: Weekly Magazine]. (Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of Australia. Sacred Church of the Prophet Elias) v. 3, (25 Jan 1987) -
Mortlock Periodical 281.93/a

Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN QUAKER NEWSLETTER July 1991 - continues: SOUTH AUSTRALIA REGIONAL NEWSLETTER no. 189 (Aug 198 1) - no. 289 (June 199 1) continues: ADELAIDE REGIONAL NEWSLETTER no. 139 (Jan 1977) - no 188 (July 1981)
Mortlock Periodical 289.6k

Salvation Army
WAR CRY AND OFFICIAL GAZETTE OF THE SALVATION ARMY SOUTH AUSTRALIA [v. 11, no. 1 (6 April 1883) - v. 16, no. 11 (14 May 1898) Publication transferred to Melbourne 1898
Mortlock Periodical 079.42/d (Newspaper - 1884 - 1885) + Mf (1883-1898)

Scientology
COMM LINE. Jan 1975 -
Mortlock Periodical 289.9/C/b
GUARDIAN NEWSLETTER
June 1979 - Feb 1982 Imperfect
Mortlock Periodical 289.9/G/c
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY NEWSLETTER
17 Feb 1974; 20 July 1978 -
Mortlock Periodical 289.9X/c

Seventh Day Adventist
CONTACT. 27 March 1977
Mortlock Periodical 289.9k
Mortlock Periodical 286.7/C/b

Unitarian Christian Church
ADELAIDE UNITARIAN no. 530 (Feb 1969) - continues: UNITARIAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH no. 494 (Oct 1965) - no 529 (Dec 1968-Jan 1969) continues: FREE MIND: Calendar of the Unitarian Christian Church no. 469 (Aug 1963) - no. 493 (Sept 1965) continues: UNITARIAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH no. 1 (Sept 192 1) - no 468 (July 1963) other title: MONTHLY CHURCH CALENDAR
UNITARIAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH, ADELAIDE. Annual report 23rd (1878) -
Mortlock Periodical 288.942/cizzie also: SRG 122/2:
6th (1861) - 7th (1862); 9th (1864) - 1 Th (1866); 14th 1869 - 30th (1885); 35th (1890) - 37th (1892); 39th (1894) - 53rd (1908); 57th (1912) - 59th (1914);
61st (1916) - 71st (1926); 82nd (1937) - 84th (1939); 100th (1955) - 101st (1956)

**Uniting Church in Australia**

HISTORICAL SOCIETY NEWSLETTER no. 1 (Jan 1978)

Mortlock Periodical 287.93/N558/b

NEW TIMES see under METHODIST


Mortlock Periodical 287.93/c

U.C. INFORMATION: A monthly newsletter of the Uniting Church in Australia, Synod of South Australia June 1978 -

Mortlock Periodical 287.93/US58/c

UNITING CHURCH IN AUSTRALIA. South Australian Synod Reports and business papers I st (1977) -

Mortlock Periodical 287.93/a

UNITING CHURCH IN AUSTRALIA. South Australian Synod. Supplementary reports and business papers and decisions of the Synod I st (1977) -

Mortlock Periodical 287.93/a

UNITING CHURCH IN AUSTRALIA. South Australian Synod, Synod directory 1986 -

Mortlock Periodical 287.93/a

**Wesleyan**

AUSTRALASIAN WESLEYAN METHODIST CHURCH. Minutes of several conversations between the Ministers of the Australasian Wesleyan Methodist Church at their ... annual conference. 8th (1862) - 16th (1870) Imperfect - lacks 1865; 1867-1869

Mortlock Periodical 287.094/a

THE CIRCUIT MAGAZINE

August 1864 ---(Boundwith. SOUTH AUSTRALIAN WESLEYAN MAGAZINE)

Mortlock Periodical 287.1942/a

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN WESLEYAN MAGAZINE v. 1, no. 1 (Nov 1864) - v. 10, no. 48 (April 1874) continued by: METHODIST JOURNAL, (current title: NEW TIMES)

which see under METHODIST

Mortlock Periodical 287.1942/a

**Others**

ADELAIDE SOCIETY OF THE NEW CHURCH. Annual report and balance sheet. 54th (1901) - 92nd (1939) Imperfect

Mortlock Periodical 289.4/a

AUSTRALIAN CHRISTIAN WORLD [v. 5, no. 2101 (3 April 1890) - v. 62, no. 51 (21 Dec 1951)]

Mortlock Periodical 079.42/d (Newspaper)

BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY. South Australian Auxiliary. Annual report 1855 - (1908/9 - 1924/5 called BIBLE WORK AND WORKERS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA)

Mortlock Periodical 206/a

CRUSADE FAMILY NEWS/Adelaide Crusade Centre 14 June 1992 -

continues: CENTRE NEWS 9 May 1976 - 7 June 1992 Imperfect

Mortlock Periodical 289.9/a

CHAMPION (South Australian Protestant Federation) v. 1, no. 1 (1 Sept 1949) - v. 28, no. 3 (Jan/March 1976)

Mortlock Periodical 280.5/b

CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE AND SOUTHERN OBSERVER

v. 1, no. 1 (July 1858) - v. 2, no. 12 (July 1860)

Mortlock Periodical 205/c

CHRISTIAN COLONIST: an undenominational religious journal v. 1, no. 1 (4 Oct 1878) - v. 17, no. 41 (20 July 1894) Absorbed by: AUSTRALIAN CHRISTIAN WORLD which see

Mortlock Periodical 079.42/d (Newspaper)

ENCOUNTER (ACTS International) v. 3 (Aug 1970) - + Supplement: ACTS NEWS

Mortlock Periodical 267.6/a

EVANGELICAL WITNESS: Official organ of the Evangelisation Society [no. 1 (Dec 193 2)] - (Nov 195 1); Aug 195 5

Mortlock Periodical 269/E92/a

EVANGELISATION SOCIETY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. News letter. 1948- 1952

Mortlock Periodical 629.2k

EVANGELISATION SOCIETY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA Secretary's report for year ended ... March 1950

Mortlock Periodical 269.2k